Directions to Bobcat Ranch Headquarters  
25929 County Road 34, Winters, CA, 95694

Google Maps – if you are familiar with using Google Maps, enter CA Audubon Bobcat Ranch to view the exact location of the Ranch Headquarters.

From Winters
Once off of I-505, follow Hwy 128 for approximately three miles past two stoplights. Turn right at Road 87 (just past the Berryessa Brewing Company). Follow Road 87, and continue as it takes a hard left and turns into Road 34 (you may not notice the sign). Continue on as the road turns to gravel, and drive for approximately 1 mile on the gravel road. You will pass several driveways; continue straight, and drive slowly (10 mph). Finally, you will pass through a green cattle gate entrance with an address posted on a wood board on your left (25578); hug the creek and continue, and you will reach the Bobcat Ranch entrance gate just beyond the big white barn. Continue through the gate, and leave it exactly as you found it. Continue another half mile or so past a large set of corrals on your right. You will see the Ranch Headquarters up ahead, and can park in the large clearing on the right.

From San Francisco
Take I-80 E, then in Vacaville take I-505 N. Exit Hwy 128, and head West toward Winters. Continue on Hwy 128 through Winters, and follow directions From Winters above.

From Sacramento
Take I-80 West through Davis, and Dixon. Before Vacaville, take I-505 N, and exit Hwy 128 towards Winters. Follow the directions From Winters above.

From Davis
Take Covell Blvd (Hwy 31) west toward the city of Winters. You will pass over I-505, and continue onto Winters. Follow directions From Winters above.